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Lectures on the Philosophy of Mathematics

2021-03-09

an introduction to the philosophy of mathematics grounded in mathematics and motivated by
mathematical inquiry and practice in this book joel david hamkins offers an introduction to the
philosophy of mathematics that is grounded in mathematics and motivated by mathematical inquiry
and practice he treats philosophical issues as they arise organically in mathematics discussing
such topics as platonism realism logicism structuralism formalism infinity and intuitionism in
mathematical contexts he organizes the book by mathematical themes numbers rigor geometry proof
computability incompleteness and set theory that give rise again and again to philosophical
considerations

Philosophy of Mathematics

1984-01-27

the twentieth century has witnessed an unprecedented crisis in the foundations of mathematics
featuring a world famous paradox russell s paradox a challenge to classical mathematics from a
world famous mathematician the mathematical intuitionism of brouwer a new foundational school
hilbert s formalism and the profound incompleteness results of kurt gödel in the same period the
cross fertilization of mathematics and philosophy resulted in a new sort of mathematical
philosophy associated most notably but in different ways with bertrand russell w v quine and
gödel himself and which remains at the focus of anglo saxon philosophical discussion the present
collection brings together in a convenient form the seminal articles in the philosophy of
mathematics by these and other major thinkers it is a substantially revised version of the
edition first published in 1964 and includes a revised bibliography the volume will be welcomed
as a major work of reference at this level in the field

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Mathematics

2012-06-14

a fascinating journey through intriguing mathematical and philosophical territory a lively
introduction to this contemporary topic

Philosophy of Mathematics

2005-08-09

philosophy of mathematics is an excellent introductory text this student friendly book discusses
the great philosophers and the importance of mathematics to their thought it includes the
following topics the mathematical image platonism picture proofs applied mathematics hilbert and
godel knots and nations definitions picture proofs and wittgenstein computation proof and
conjecture the book is ideal for courses on philosophy of mathematics and logic

Why Is There Philosophy of Mathematics At All?

2014-01-30

this truly philosophical book takes us back to fundamentals the sheer experience of proof and the
enigmatic relation of mathematics to nature it asks unexpected questions such as what makes
mathematics mathematics where did proof come from and how did it evolve and how did the
distinction between pure and applied mathematics come into being in a wide ranging discussion
that is both immersed in the past and unusually attuned to the competing philosophical ideas of
contemporary mathematicians it shows that proof and other forms of mathematical exploration
continue to be living evolving practices responsive to new technologies yet embedded in permanent
and astonishing facts about human beings it distinguishes several distinct types of application
of mathematics and shows how each leads to a different philosophical conundrum here is a
remarkable body of new philosophical thinking about proofs applications and other mathematical
activities

Philosophy of Mathematics

1997-08-07
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do numbers sets and so forth exist what do mathematical statements mean are they literally true
or false or do they lack truth values altogether addressing questions that have attracted lively
debate in recent years stewart shapiro contends that standard realist and antirealist accounts of
mathematics are both problematic as benacerraf first noted we are confronted with the following
powerful dilemma the desired continuity between mathematical and say scientific language suggests
realism but realism in this context suggests seemingly intractable epistemic problems as a way
out of this dilemma shapiro articulates a structuralist approach on this view the subject matter
of arithmetic for example is not a fixed domain of numbers independent of each other but rather
is the natural number structure the pattern common to any system of objects that has an initial
object and successor relation satisfying the induction principle using this framework realism in
mathematics can be preserved without troublesome epistemic consequences shapiro concludes by
showing how a structuralist approach can be applied to wider philosophical questions such as the
nature of an object and the quinean nature of ontological commitment clear compelling and tautly
argued shapiro s work noteworthy both in its attempt to develop a full length structuralist
approach to mathematics and to trace its emergence in the history of mathematics will be of deep
interest to both philosophers and mathematicians

Philosophy of Mathematics

2021-11-09

the philosophy of mathematics is an exciting subject philosophy of mathematics classic and
contemporary studies explores the foundations of mathematical thought the aim of this book is to
encourage young mathematicians to think about the philosophical issues behind fundamental
concepts and about different views on mathematical objects and mathematical knowledge with this
new approach the author rekindles an interest in philosophical subjects surrounding the
foundations of mathematics he offers the mathematical motivations behind the topics under debate
he introduces various philosophical positions ranging from the classic views to more contemporary
ones including subjects which are more engaged with mathematical logic most books on philosophy
of mathematics have little to no focus on the effects of philosophical views on mathematical
practice and no concern on giving crucial mathematical results and their philosophical relevance
consequences reasons etc this book fills this gap the book can be used as a textbook for a one
semester or even one year course on philosophy of mathematics other textbooks on the philosophy
of mathematics are aimed at philosophers this book is aimed at mathematicians since the author is
a mathematician it is a valuable addition to the literature mark balaguer california state
university los angeles there are not many such texts available for mathematics students i applaud
efforts to foster the dialogue between mathematics and philosophy michele friend george
washington university and cnrs lille france

Problems in the Philosophy of Mathematics

1967

what is mathematics about does the subject matter of mathematics exist independently of the mind
or are they mental constructions how do we know mathematics is mathematical knowledge logical
knowledge and how is mathematics applied to the material world in this introduction to the
philosophy of mathematics michele friend examines these and other ontological and epistemological
problems raised by the content and practice of mathematics aimed at a readership with limited
proficiency in mathematics but with some experience of formal logic it seeks to strike a balance
between conceptual accessibility and correct representation of the issues friend examines the
standard theories of mathematics platonism realism logicism formalism constructivism and
structuralism as well as some less standard theories such as psychologism fictionalism and
meinongian philosophy of mathematics in each case friend explains what characterises the position
and where the divisions between them lie including some of the arguments in favour and against
each this book also explores particular questions that occupy present day philosophers and
mathematicians such as the problem of infinity mathematical intuition and the relationship if any
between the philosophy of mathematics and the practice of mathematics taking in the canonical
ideas of aristotle kant frege and whitehead and russell as well as the challenging and innovative
work of recent philosophers like benacerraf hellman maddy and shapiro friend provides a balanced
and accessible introduction suitable for upper level undergraduate courses and the non specialist

Introducing Philosophy of Mathematics

2014-12-05

this book provides introductory knowledge of the philosophical analysis and historical
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development of all important aspects of mathematical philosophy the book is intended for laymen
but none of the essence of the philosophy of mathematics has been omitted it is not a simple book
but it is rewarding

Philosophy Of Mathematics

2008-08

no one has figured more prominently in the study of the german philosopher gottlob frege than
michael dummett his magisterial frege philosophy of language is a sustained systematic analysis
of frege s thought omitting only the issues in philosophy of mathematics in this work dummett
discusses section by section frege s masterpiece the foundations of arithmetic and frege s
treatment of real numbers in the second volume of basic laws of arithmetic establishing what
parts of the philosopher s views can be salvaged and employed in new theorizing and what must be
abandoned either as incorrectly argued or as untenable in the light of technical developments
gottlob frege 1848 1925 was a logician mathematician and philosopher whose work had enormous
impact on bertrand russell and later on the young ludwig wittgenstein making frege one of the
central influences on twentieth century anglo american philosophy he is considered the founder of
analytic philosophy his philosophy of mathematics contains deep insights and remains a useful and
necessary point of departure for anyone seriously studying or working in the field

Frege

1991

thirteen promising young researchers write on what they take to be the right philosophical
account of mathematics and discuss where the philosophy of mathematics ought to be going new
trends are revealed such as an increasing attention to mathematical practice a reassessment of
the canon and inspiration from philosophical logic

New Waves in Philosophy of Mathematics

2009-09-29

the present book is an introduction to the philosophy of mathematics it asks philosophical
questions concerning fundamental concepts constructions and methods this is done from the
standpoint of mathematical research and teaching it looks for answers both in mathematics and in
the philosophy of mathematics from their beginnings till today the reference point of the
considerations is the introducing of the reals in the 19th century that marked an epochal turn in
the foundations of mathematics in the book problems connected with the concept of a number with
the infinity the continuum and the infinitely small with the applicability of mathematics as well
as with sets logic provability and truth and with the axiomatic approach to mathematics are
considered in chapter 6 the meaning of infinitesimals to mathematics and to the elements of
analysis is presented the authors of the present book are mathematicians their aim is to
introduce mathematicians and teachers of mathematics as well as students into the philosophy of
mathematics the book is suitable also for professional philosophers as well as for students of
philosophy just because it approaches philosophy from the side of mathematics the knowledge of
mathematics needed to understand the text is elementary reports on historical conceptions
thinking about today s mathematical doing and thinking recent developments based on the third
revised german edition for mathematicians students teachers researchers and lecturers and
readersinterested in mathematics and philosophy contents on the way to the reals on the history
of the philosophy of mathematics on fundamental questions of the philosophy of mathematics sets
and set theories axiomatic approach and logic thinking and calculating infinitesimally first
nonstandard steps retrospection

Philosophy of Mathematics

2018-10-26

in his long awaited new edition of philosophy of mathematics james robert brown tackles important
new as well as enduring questions in the mathematical sciences can pictures go beyond being
merely suggestive and actually prove anything are mathematical results certain are experiments of
any real value this clear and engaging book takes a unique approach encompassing non standard
topics such as the role of visual reasoning the importance of notation and the place of computers
in mathematics as well as traditional topics such as formalism platonism and constructivism the
combination of topics and clarity of presentation make it suitable for beginners and experts
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alike the revised and updated second edition of philosophy of mathematics contains more examples
suggestions for further reading and expanded material on several topics including a novel
approach to the continuum hypothesis

Philosophy of Mathematics

2010-03-17

a sophisticated original introduction to the philosophy of mathematics from one of its leading
thinkers mathematics is a model of precision and objectivity but it appears distinct from the
empirical sciences because it seems to deliver nonexperiential knowledge of a nonphysical reality
of numbers sets and functions how can these two aspects of mathematics be reconciled this concise
book provides a systematic accessible introduction to the field that is trying to answer that
question the philosophy of mathematics Øystein linnebo one of the world s leading scholars on the
subject introduces all of the classical approaches to the field as well as more specialized
issues including mathematical intuition potential infinity and the search for new mathematical
axioms sophisticated but clear and approachable this is an essential book for all students and
teachers of philosophy and of mathematics

Philosophy of Mathematics

2020-03-24

when mathematician hermann weyl decided to write a book on philosophy he faced what he referred
to as conflicts of conscience the objective nature of science he felt did not mesh easily with
the incredulous uncertain nature of philosophy yet the two disciplines were already intertwined
in philosophy of mathematics and natural science weyl examines how advances in philosophy were
led by scientific discoveries the more humankind understood about the physical world the more
curious we became the book is divided into two parts one on mathematics and the other on the
physical sciences drawing on work by descartes galileo hume kant leibniz and newton weyl provides
readers with a guide to understanding science through the lens of philosophy this is a book that
no one but weyl could have written and indeed no one has written anything quite like it since

Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science

2021-09-14

wittgenstein s role was vital in establishing mathematics as one of this century s principal
areas of philosophic inquiry in this book the three phases of wittgenstein s reflections on
mathematics are viewed as a progressive whole rather than as separate entities frascolla builds
up a systematic construction of wittgenstein s representation of the role of arithmetic in the
theory of logical operations he also presents a new interpretation of wittgenstein s rule
following considerations the community view of internal relations

Wittgenstein's Philosophy of Mathematics

2006-12-05

thinking about mathematics covers the range of philosophical issues and positions concerning
mathematics the text describes the questions about mathematics that motivated philosophers
throughout history and covers historical figures such as plato aristotle kant and mill it also
presents the major positions and arguments concerning mathematics throughout the twentieth
century bringing the reader up to the present positions and battle lines

Thinking about Mathematics

2000-07-13

this book provides an accessible critical introduction to the three main approaches that
dominated work in the philosophy of mathematics during the twentieth century logicism
intuitionism and formalism

Philosophies of Mathematics

2001-12-03
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in contributing a foreword to this book i am complying with a wish my husband expressed a few
days before his death he had completed the manuscript of this work which may be considered a
companion volume to his book formal methods the task of seeing it through the press was
undertaken by mr j j a mooij acting director of the institute for research in foundations and the
philosophy of science instituut voor grondslagenonderzoek en filoso fie der exacte wetenschappen
of the university of amsterdam with the help of mrs e m barth lecturer at the institute i wish to
thank mr mooij and mrs barth most cordially for the care with which they have acquitted
themselves of this delicate task and for the speed with which they have brought it to completion
i also wish to express my gratitude to miss l e minning m a for the helpful advice she has so
kindly given to mr mooij and mrs barth during the proof reading c p c beth pastoor vii preface a
few years ago mr horace s

Mathematical Thought

2013-06-29

widespread interest in frege s general philosophical writings is relatively speaking a fairly
recent phenomenon but it is only very recently that his philosophy of mathematics has begun to
attract the attention it now enjoys this interest has been elicited by the discovery of the
remarkable mathematical properties of frege s contextual definition of number and of the unique
character of his proposals for a theory of the real numbers this collection of essays addresses
three main developments in recent work on frege s philosophy of mathematics the emerging interest
in the intellectual background to his logicism the rediscovery of frege s theorem and the
reevaluation of the mathematical content of the basic laws of arithmetic each essay attempts a
sympathetic if not uncritical reconstruction evaluation or extension of a facet of frege s theory
of arithmetic together they form an accessible and authoritative introduction to aspects of frege
s thought that have until now been largely missed by the philosophical community

Frege's Philosophy of Mathematics

1995

in this illuminating collection charles parsons surveys the contributions of philosophers and
mathematicians who shaped the philosophy of mathematics over the course of the past century
parsons begins with a discussion of the kantian legacy in the work of l e j brouwer david hilbert
and paul bernays shedding light on how bernays revised his philosophy after his collaboration
with hilbert he considers hermann weyl s idea of a vicious circle in the foundations of
mathematics a radical claim that elicited many challenges turning to kurt gödel whose
incompleteness theorem transformed debate on the foundations of mathematics and brought
mathematical logic to maturity parsons discusses his essay on bertrand russell s mathematical
logic gödel s first mature philosophical statement and an avowal of his platonistic view
philosophy of mathematics in the twentieth century insightfully treats the contributions of
figures the author knew personally w v quine hilary putnam hao wang and william tait quine s
early work on ontology is explored as is his nominalistic view of predication and his use of the
genetic method of explanation in the late work the roots of reference parsons attempts to tease
out putnam s views on existence and ontology especially in relation to logic and mathematics wang
s contributions to subjects ranging from the concept of set minds and machines to the
interpretation of gödel are examined as are tait s axiomatic conception of mathematics his
minimalist realism and his thoughts on historical figures

Philosophy of Mathematics in the Twentieth Century

2014-03-17

one main interest of philosophy is to become clear about the assumptions premisses and
inconsistencies of our thoughts and theories and even for a formal language like mathematics it
is controversial if consistency is acheivable or necessary like the articles in the firt part of
the publication show also the role of formal derivations the role of the concept of apriority and
the intuitions of mathematical principles and properties need to be discussed the second part is
a contribution on nominalistic and platonistic views in mathematics like the indispensability
argument of w v o quine h putnam and the makes no difference argument of a baker not only in
retrospect the third part shows the problems of mill frege s and the unity of mathematics and
descartes s contradictional conception of mathematical essences together these articles give us a
hint into the relationship between mathematics and world that is one of the central problems in
philosophy of mathematics and philosophy of science
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Philosophy of Mathematics

2013-05-02

the traditional debate among philosophers of mathematics is whether there is an external
mathematical reality something out there to be discovered or whether mathematics is the product
of the human mind this provocative book now available in a revised and expanded paperback edition
goes beyond foundationalist questions to offer what has been called a postmodern assessment of
the philosophy of mathematics one that addresses issues of theoretical importance in terms of
mathematical experience by bringing together essays of leading philosophers mathematicians
logicians and computer scientists thomas tymoczko reveals an evolving effort to account for the
nature of mathematics in relation to other human activities these accounts include such topics as
the history of mathematics as a field of study predictions about how computers will influence the
future organization of mathematics and what processes a proof undergoes before it reaches
publishable form this expanded edition now contains essays by penelope maddy michael d resnik and
william p thurston that address the nature of mathematical proofs the editor has provided a new
afterword and a supplemental bibliography of recent work

Outlines of a Formalist Philosophy of Mathematics

1951

mathematics is often considered as a body of knowledge that is essen tially independent of
linguistic formulations in the sense that once the content of this knowledge has been grasped
there remains only the problem of professional ability that of clearly formulating and correctly
proving it however the question is not so simple and p weingartner s paper language and coding
dependency of results in logic and mathe matics deals with some results in logic and mathematics
which reveal that certain notions are in general not invariant with respect to different choices
of language and of coding processes five example are given 1 the validity of axioms and rules of
classical propositional logic depend on the interpretation of sentential variables 2 the language
dependency of verisimilitude 3 the proof of the weak and strong anti inductivist theorems in
popper s theory of inductive support is not invariant with respect to limitative criteria put on
classical logic 4 the language dependency of the concept of provability 5 the language dependency
of the existence of ungrounded and paradoxical sentences in the sense of kripke the requirements
of logical rigour and consistency are not the only criteria for the acceptance and appreciation
of mathematical proposi tions and theories

New Directions in the Philosophy of Mathematics

1998-02

interviews of more than two dozen scholars about the philosophy of mathematics their interests in
the field and their ideas about future developments

Plato's Philosophy of Mathematics

1977

an international group of distinguished scholars brings a variety of resources to bear on the
major issues in the study and teaching of mathematics and on the problem of understanding
mathematics as a cultural and social phenomenon all are guided by the notion that our
understanding of mathematical knowledge must be grounded in and reflect the realities of
mathematical practice chapters on the philosophy of mathematics illustrate the growing influence
of a pragmatic view in a field traditionally dominated by platonic perspectives in a section on
mathematics politics and pedagogy the emphasis is on politics and values in mathematics education
issues addressed include gender and mathematics applied mathematics and social concerns and the
reflective and dialogical nature of mathematical knowledge the concluding section deals with the
history and sociology of mathematics and with mathematics and social change contributors include
philip j davis helga jungwirth nel noddings yehuda rav michael d resnik ole skovsmose and thomas
tymoczko

Philosophy of Mathematics Today

2012-12-06

problems in the philosophy of mathematics
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Philosophy of Mathematics

2008

a comprehensive collection of historical readings in the philosophy of mathematics and a
selection of influential contemporary work this much needed introduction reveals the rich history
of the subject an historical introduction to the philosophy of mathematics a reader brings
together an impressive collection of primary sources from ancient and modern philosophy arranged
chronologically and featuring introductory overviews explaining technical terms this accessible
reader is easy to follow and unrivaled in its historical scope with selections from key thinkers
such as plato aristotle descartes hume and kant it connects the major ideas of the ancients with
contemporary thinkers a selection of recent texts from philosophers including quine putnam field
and maddy offering insights into the current state of the discipline clearly illustrates the
development of the subject presenting historical background essential to understanding
contemporary trends and a survey of recent work an historical introduction to the philosophy of
mathematics a reader is required reading for undergraduates and graduate students studying the
philosophy of mathematics and an invaluable source book for working researchers

Math Worlds

1993-01-01

one of the most striking features of mathematics is the fact that we are much more certain about
the mathematical knowledge we have than about what mathematical knowledge is knowledge of are
numbers sets functions and groups physical entities of some kind are they objectively existing
objects in some non physical mathematical realm are they ideas that are present only in the mind
or do mathematical truths not involve referents of any kind it is these kinds of questions that
have encouraged philosophers and mathematicians alike to focus their attention on issues in the
philosophy of mathematics over the centuries a number of reasonably well defined positions about
the nature of mathematics have been developed and it is these positions both historical and
current that are surveyed in the current volume traditional theories platonism aristotelianism
kantianism as well as dominant modern theories logicism formalism constructivism fictionalism etc
are all analyzed and evaluated leading edge research in related fields set theory computability
theory probability theory paraconsistency is also discussed the result is a handbook that not
only provides a comprehensive overview of recent developments but that also serves as an
indispensable resource for anyone wanting to learn about current developments in the philosophy
of mathematics comprehensive coverage of all main theories in the philosophy of mathematics
clearly written expositions of fundamental ideas and concepts definitive discussions by leading
researchers in the field summaries of leading edge research in related fields set theory
computability theory probability theory paraconsistency are also included

Problems in the Philosophy of Mathematics

2011-10-14

the aim of this book is to present and analyze philosophical conceptions concerning mathematics
and logic as formulated by polish logicians mathematicians and philosophers in the 1920s and
1930s it was a remarkable period in the history of polish science in particular in the history of
polish logic and mathematics therefore it is justified to ask whether and to what extent the
development of logic and mathematics was accompanied by a philosophical reflection we try to
answer those questions by analyzing both works of polish logicians and mathematicians who have a
philosophical temperament as well as their research practice works and philosophical views of the
following polish scientists will be analyzed wacław sierpiński zygmunt janiszewski stefan
mazurkiewicz stefan banach hugo steinhaus eustachy Żylińsk and leon chwistek jan Łukasiewicz
zygmunt zawirski stanisław leśniewski tadeusz kotarbiński kazimierz ajdukiewicz alfred tarski
andrzej mostowski and henryk mehlberg jan sleszyński stanisław zaremba and witold wilkosz to
indicate the background of scientists being active in the 1920s and 1930s we consider in chapter
1 some predecessors in particular jan Śniadecki józef maria hoene wroński samuel dickstein and
edward stamm

An Historical Introduction to the Philosophy of Mathematics: A
Reader

2016-02-11

l e j brouwer collected works volume 1 philosophy and foundations of mathematics focuses on the
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principles operations and approaches promoted by brouwer in studying the philosophy and
foundations of mathematics the publication first ponders on the construction of mathematics
topics include arithmetic of integers negative numbers measurable continuum irrational numbers
cartesian geometry similarity group characterization of the linear system of the cartesian or
euclidean and hyperbolic space and non archimedean uniform groups on the one dimensional
continuum the book then examines mathematics and experience and mathematics and logic topics
include denumerably unfinished sets continuum problem logic of relations consistency proofs for
formal systems independent of their interpretation infinite numbers and problems of space and
time the text is a valuable reference for students mathematicians and researchers interested in
the contributions of brouwer in the studies on the philosophy and foundations of mathematics

Philosophy of Mathematics

2009

this book offers an up to date overview of the research on philosophy of mathematics education
one of the most important and relevant areas of theory the contributions analyse question
challenge and critique the claims of mathematics education practice policy theory and research
offering ways forward for new and better solutions the book poses basic questions including what
are our aims of teaching and learning mathematics what is mathematics anyway how is mathematics
related to society in the 21st century how do students learn mathematics what have we learnt
about mathematics teaching applied philosophy can help to answer these and other fundamental
questions and only through an in depth analysis can the practice of the teaching and learning of
mathematics be improved the book addresses important themes such as critical mathematics
education the traditional role of mathematics in schools during the current unprecedented
political social and environmental crises and the way in which the teaching and learning of
mathematics can better serve social justice and make the world a better place for the future

The Philosophy of Mathematics and Logic in the 1920s and 1930s in
Poland

2014-08-27

there is an urgent need in philosophy of mathematics for new approaches which pay closer
attention to mathematical practice this book will blaze the trail it offers philosophical
analyses of important characteristics of contemporary mathematics and of many aspects of
mathematical activity which escape purely formal logical treatment

Philosophy and Foundations of Mathematics

2014-05-12

reproduction of the original the philosophy of mathematics by auguste comte

The Philosophy of Mathematics Education Today

2018-06-09

mathematics and logic have been central topics of concern since the dawn of philosophy since
logic is the study of correct reasoning it is a fundamental branch of epistemology and a priority
in any philosophical system philosophers have focused on mathematics as a case study for general
philosophical issues and for its role in overall knowledge gathering today philosophy of
mathematics and logic remain central disciplines in contemporary philosophy as evidenced by the
regular appearance of articles on these topics in the best mainstream philosophical journals in
fact the last decade has seen an explosion of scholarly work in these areas this volume covers
these disciplines in a comprehensive and accessible manner giving the reader an overview of the
major problems positions and battle lines the 26 contributed chapters are by established experts
in the field and their articles contain both exposition and criticism as well as substantial
development of their own positions the essays which are substantially self contained serve both
to introduce the reader to the subject and to engage in it at its frontiers certain major
positions are represented by two chapters one supportive and one critical the oxford handbook of
philosophy of math and logic is a ground breaking reference like no other in its field it is a
central resource to those wishing to learn about the philosophy of mathematics and the philosophy
of logic or some aspect thereof and to those who actively engage in the discipline from advanced
undergraduates to professional philosophers mathematicians and historians
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Relation Philosophy of Mathematics, Science, and Mind

2007-09

The Philosophy of Mathematical Practice

2008-06-19

The Philosophy of Mathematics

2018-09-20

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Mathematics and Logic

2005-02-10

New Perspectives on Mathematical Practices
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